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The STUC is Scotland’s trade union centre and represents
over 560,000 working people and their families throughout
Scotland. Trade union members deliver and use local services
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day in and day out. As the pandemic has shown, these
services are vital to Scotland’s communities and national
resilience at a time of crisis. They are also the key to recovery.
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The workers who deliver these services are the backbone of
our communities and yet they are undervalued, underpaid and
under immense strain due to cuts and austerity1.
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Councils are a key tier of our democracy and have a critical
role to play in tackling inequality and climate change. They
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could – and should – be taking far great action to tackle
the climate emergency, address poverty and inequality, and
provide the foundational services upon which people live,
work and travel. This will require funding and the devolution
of power from central Government, but if Council candidates
don’t make the case for investment in our services, our homes,
our buses and our communities, then who will?
This election gives politicians the opportunity to back key
workers and their families by supporting the STUC calls for
significant investment in local government and pay rises for
their workers.
1
While the UK Government is responsible for austerity, since 2013-14, the Scottish
Government has seen a 3.1% increase in revenue funding, while local government has faced a
2.4% reduction.
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OUR SERVICES
REAL PAY TERMS IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT 2

Excluding police and fire services, which were centralised in
2013, overall local government employment fell from 295,000

2

in 2006 to 257,000 in 2021. This fall of 38,000 represents a

1

13% reduction in total staffing levels.
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This represents cumulative lost earnings of £4348 to the
average worker.4 There are also longstanding issues of Equal
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begins to bite, Scotland’s Council workers need a pay rise.

Council workers have risked their health and wellbeing to

‘55% of council workers earn below
£25,000 per annum’

keep us safe. Yet, despite 55% earning below £25,000 per
annum, council workers have faced a decade of real-terms
cuts in pay. The adjacent table shows the value of local
government pay awards by comparing annual pay awards with
inflation (RPI).

2

2

www.gov.scot/publications/public-sector-employment-statistics-web-tables/
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Author’s analysis based on SJC pay awards and RPI figures.

3

See page 2 of UNISON, GMB and Unite’s 2022 pay claim

4

Calculation based on median salary of £25,000 and using SJC pay awards and RPI inflation figures.
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‘Excluding police and fire services,
which were centralised in
2013, overall local government
employment fell from 295,000 in
2006 to 257,000 in 2021. This fall of
38,000 represents a 13% reduction
in total staffing levels.’

THE STUC IS CALLING ON COUNCILS TO:
•

Invest in their staff through real terms pay increases.

•

Undertake an Equal Pay Audit and work with trade

unions to resolve historic and ongoing Equal Pay issues.
•

Commit to tackling holiday hunger by expanding Free

School Meals to all.
•

Bring outsourced services back in-house.

•

Demand the UK and the Scottish Governments increase

funding for local government.
•

Demand the Scottish Government reform council tax,

through a revaluation and an increase in the number of
bands, and support greater discretion to introduce taxes
to meet local circumstances and needs, including through
tourism, environmental, and fair work taxes.5

‘Over the last 11 years, the real
terms pay of the average council
worker has fallen by more than
£4000.’

•

win proper funding for a Scottish budget settlement which
allows Councils to deliver public services and enhance the
wellbeing of all citizens.
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4

Set a shadow No Cuts Budget and build a campaign to

www.ippr.org/research/publications/thinking-bigger-on-tax-in-scotland
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OUR BUSES
A third of Scotland’s emissions come from transport. Yet,
since Scotland’s buses were deregulated by the Conservative

“My hope for the next
five years is to see my
colleagues and myself
recognised as key workers
and for social care to be
properly funded.”
#PeoplesRecovery

Government at Westminster more than 30 years ago, bus fares
have soared and passenger numbers have slumped.6 The
current system allows private bus companies to cut routes and
raise fares, with no regard for the communities that rely on
them.
Scotland’s only Council-owned bus network, Lothian Buses,

- Temilola McKinnon
UNISON

highlights the alternative, with bus use bucking the national
downward trend. In Manchester, from next year, bus reregulation will ensure that adult fares are capped at £2.
The Scottish Government is commencing powers in the
2019 Transport Act for local authorities to run their own bus
services by July 2022. Yet this requires funding if it is to be
meaningful. The Transport Act also contains powers for public
control of services, including re-regulating our bus network

“The job that we do is a bit
of a thankless job - we’re all
generally low-paid workers - we
feel the council could up their
offer and give us gratitude for
the work that we’ve been doing

(under ‘franchising’). The Scottish Government says it will
introduce secondary legislation to enable bus franchising and
partnership options before the end of 2023. This provides
a key opportunity for Councils to take back control of their
buses, but Councils need to make clear that they favour

throughout the pandemic.”

#PeoplesRecovery

franchising and not the failed partnership model. Now is the
time for Councils to take back control of their buses

- Brian Ashe
UNISON
6

6

www.getglasgowmoving.org/media/press-release-scotland-wide-campaign-for-better-buses-launched/
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OUR HOMES

THE STUC IS CALLING ON COUNCILS TO:
•

Write to the Scottish Government to express interest in

Scotland faces a housing crisis. Rents are spiralling out of control and

bus re-regulation and public ownership of buses.
•

every 19 minutes a household becomes homeless.7 The most recent
figures show that a quarter of the population live in fuel poverty while

Demand the Scottish Government provide funding for

almost half of lower income households live in what are classed as

Councils to establish publicly owned bus companies and

"unfit dwellings".

take back control of their bus networks.

At the same time, the Scottish Government’s Heat in Buildings
Strategy suggests that in excess of £33 billion is required to
decarbonise buildings, including the vast majority of Scotland’s 2.6

‘Since Scotland’s buses were
deregulated by the Conservative
Government at Westminster more
than 30 years ago, bus fares have
soared and passenger numbers
have slumped.’
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million homes.8 This poses a huge investment and skills challenge,
particularly given the large number of self-employed contractors
understandably reluctant to take time out to learn new skills.9
Public works programmes, delivered by Councils but funded by
the Scottish Government, could help bring new capacity into the
workforce and address this significant challenge.

‘Rents are spiralling out of control
and every 19 minutes a household
becomes homeless.’

7

scotland.shelter.org.uk/housing_policy/key_statistics/homelessness_facts_and_research

8

www.gov.scot/publications/housing-statistics-scotland-2019-key-trends-summary/

9

stuc.org.uk/files/Policy/STUC_Green_Jobs.pdf
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THE STUC IS CALLING FOR COUNCILS TO:
•

Limit short term lets and increase supply of homes for

rent.
•

Demand the Scottish Government prioritise rent control

Establish Municipal Energy Companies which would

develop, own and deliver low carbon heat and energy
efficiency infrastructure and deliver a ‘whole house retrofit’
programme.
•

There is no shortage of wealth in Scotland’s economy – but
there is a fundamental issue with how that wealth is shared.

legislation.
•

OUR COMMUNITY WEALTH

Demand funding and support from the Scottish

Scotland’s two richest families have as much wealth as the
poorest 20% of our whole population. Community wealth
building is about designing local economic development
policy to stop wealth flowing out of our communities, towns
and cities. Rather than simply seeking inward investment, it
means using economic levers such as insourcing, investment,
procurement, and underutilised land and assets to create
good quality unionised jobs, diversify ownership away from
large multinationals and retain wealth locally.

Government to build council homes, improve our housing

THE STUC IS CALLING FOR COUNCILS TO:

stock and retrofit our homes.
•

Apply strict Fair Work conditionality throughout the

supply chain to all grants, procurement contracts, permissions,
planning and licensing decisions and other forms of

‘Scotland’s two richest families
have as much wealth as the poorest
20% of our whole population.’

government support.
•

Make clear in all publications and guidance pertaining

to Fair Work that recognising an independent trade union,
including voluntary recognition, and providing workplace
access for trade unions where workers are not yet unionised is
an essential criterion in delivering Fair Work.
•
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Support the Safe Home campaign by ensuring that when
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councils license hospitality venues, they include the provision,
by hospitality employers, of safe transportation for their
workforce, to and from their place of employment.
•

CONTACT

Demand greater powers and funding for local government

to insource local services and address issues of corporate
control.
•

Fully reopen all venues and facilities that were closed

during the pandemic.
•

Francis Stuart, Policy Officer, STUC
fstuart@stuc.org.uk

Engage with trade unions on how public sector pension

funds can be used to support community wealth building and a
just transition to net zero.

07972847536
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